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GENERALIZED HELICAL IMMERSIONS OF A

RIEMANNIAN MANIFOLD ALL OF WHOSE

GEODESICS ARE CLOSED INTO

A EUCLIDEAN SPACE

By

Naoyuki Koike

Abstract. In this paper, we investigate an isometric immersion of a

compact connected Riemannian manifold M into a Euclidean space

and a sphere such that every geodesic in M is closed and viewed as a

helix (of general order) in the ambient space.

Introduction

Let / be an isometric immersion of a Riemannian manifold M into a

Riemannian manifold M. If geodesies in M are viewed as specificcurves in M,

what are the shape of /(M)? Several geometricians studied this problem. K.

Sakamoto investigated an isometric immersion / of a complete connected Rie-

mannian manifold M into a Euclidean space and a sphere such that every

geodesic in M is viewed as a helix in the ambient space and that the order and

the Frenet curvatures of the helix are independent of the choice of the geodesic

(cf.[13],[14]).Such a immersion is called a helicalimmersion. On the other hand,

we recently investigated an isometric immersion of a compact connected Rie-

mannian manifold M into a Euclidean space and a sphere such that every

geodesic in M is viewed as a helix in the ambient space, where the order and the

Frenet curvatures of the helix may depend on the choice of the geodesic. We

called such a immersion a generalized helicalimmersion and the maximal order of

those helices the order of f. It is easy to show that /is of even order if M is

compact and the ambient space is a Euclidean space. In [9], we obtained the

following characterizing theorem:
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Let f be a generalized helicalimmersion of order 2d of a compact connected

Riemannian manifold M into a Euclidean space. Assume that the following

condition holds: (*) for each p e M, thereis at least one geodesic a in M through p

such that f o a is a generic helix of order Id in the ambient space. Then the second

fundamental form of f is paralleland hence f is congruent to the standard isometric

embedding of a symmetric R-space of rank d.

Here a generic helix of order Id is a helixin a Euclidean space whose closure

is a <i-dimensional Clifford torus. In case of d > 2, the above condition (*)

assures the existence of a non-closed geodesic in M because a generic helix of

order 2d (d > 2) is non-closed. In this paper, we investigate a generalized helical

immersion / of a compact connected Riemannian manifold M all of whose

geodesies are closed into a Euclidean space or a sphere. Concretely, we show

that, if such an immersion / is an embedding, then M is a SC-manifold (see

Theorem 3.2) and, under certain additional conditions, / is helical,where / may

not be an embedding (see Theorem 3.6). Here a SC-manifold is a Riemannian

manifold all of whose geodesies are simply closed geodesies with the same length.

In Sect. 1 and 2, we prepare basic notations, definitionsand lemmas. In Sect.

3 and 4, we prove main resultsin terms of basic lemmas prepared in Sect. 2.

Throughout this paper, unless otherwise mentioned, we assume that all

geometric objects are of class C00 and all manifolds are connected ones without

boundary.

1. Notations and definitions

In this section, we shall state basic notations and definitions.Let a : / ―>M

be a curve in a Riemannian manifold M parametrized by the arclength s, where /

is an open interval of the real line R. Denote by vq the velocity vector fielda of

a. Let V be the Levi-Civita connection of M. If there existan orthonormal system

field (vi,...,Vd-＼) along a and positive constants X＼,...,Xd-＼satisfying the

following relations

(1.1) <

VVovo = Ait>i

Vvov＼ = -A1U0 + A2U2

Vv0vd-2 = -A-d-2Vd-3 + ^d-＼Vd-＼

Vv0Vd-l = -Ad-＼Vd-2,

then a is called a helix of order d. The relation (1.1), A,-,vt(1 < i < d - 1) and

(uo,･･･,Vd-＼) are called the Frenet formula, the i-th Frenet curvature, the i-th
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Frenet normal vector field and the Frenet frame field of <r, respectively. In

particular, a helix a of order Id in an m-dimensional Euclidean space Rm is

expressed as follows:

d

(1-2) a{s) = Co + ^T rj{cos(ajs)e2i-＼+ sin(ais)e2i),

;=1

where cq is a constant vector of Rm, (e＼,...,eid)is an orthonormal system of Rm,

Ti(1 < i < d) are positive constants and a, (1 < i < d) are mutually distinct

positive constants. Note that the image Imc of a is contained in the d-

dimensional Clifford torus

I /=1

r,-(cos Oi ･ e2i-＼ + sin0t ･ e2t) O<0i<2n(i= l,...,d)

Also, helicesin an m-dimensional sphere Sm are as follows. Let a be a helix in

Sm and i the totallyumbilic embedding of Sm into Rm+l. Then we see that i o a is

a helix of even order in Rm+l. Let 2J be the order of i o o＼It is shown that the

order of cris Id ― 1 (resp. 2d) if the centroid of the ^-dimensional Clifford torus

containing Im(z o a) coincides (resp. does not coincide) with the center of Sm.

Let / be an isometric immersion of an ^-dimensional Riemannian manifold

M" into an m-dimensional Riemannian manifold Mm. Denote by TpM (resp.

SPM) the tangent space (resp. the unit tangent sphere) of M at p and SM the unit

tangent bundle of M. We shall identify TPM with f(TpM), where /+ is the

differentialof/. Denote by V (resp. V) the Levi-Civita connection on M (resp. M)

and A,h and V1 the shape operator, the second fundamental form and the

normal connection of /, respectively. Denote by the same symbol V both

V* R ･･･ (g)V* (g)Vx and V1* R V* R ■･･ <g>V* R V, where V* is the dual con-

nection of V. Also, we shall denote the i-th order derivative of h (resp. A) with

respect to V by V'h (resp. V'A). If, for every geodesic a in M, f o a is a helix of

order J and the Frenet curvatures of / o a do not depend on the choice of a, then

/ is called a helicalimmersion of order d. Also, if,for every geodesic a in M, f o a

is a helix of order at most d and there is at least one geodesic oq in M such that

/ o co is a helix of order d, then we shall call/ a generalized helicalimmersion of

order d.

2. Basic lemmas

In thissection,we prepare basiclemmas which will be used in the next

section.Let / be a generalizedhelicalimmersion of an ^-dimensional complete
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Riemannian manifold M" into an m-dimensional Euclidean space Rm. For each

v e SM, denote by av the maximal geodesic in M parametrized by the arc-length

s whose velocity vector at s ― 0 is equal to v. For p e M, we set Vpj :=

{v e SpM ＼foav: helix of order /}(i > 1) and define a function lt (i> 1) on SM

by

Uv) :=

{

0 (^U,^UeM^)

where Xt is the z-th Frenet curvature of / o av. It is easy to show that A,-is

continuous on (J (J Vpj (i> 1). In [9], we proved the following lemma.

;'<jpeM

Lemma 2.1. Assume that VP)d # 0 awt/ VP)i― 0 (i > d + 1) /or p e M.

Then the set Vpj (1 < i < d ―I) are closed sets of measure zero in SpM and Vpj

is a dense open set in SPM.

In

p e M

the sequel,assume that Vp^d ^ 0 and Vpj = 0 (i > 2d + I) for some

For each ve Vp^d, f °&v is uniquely expressed as

(foav)(s) = c(v) +

d
E

1=1

ri(v)(cos(ai(v)s)e2i-i(v) + sin(ai(v)s)e2i(v)),

where c(v) is a constant vector of Rm, (e＼(v),...,ejdip)) is an orthonormal system

of Rm, rj(v) (1 < / < d) are positive constants and a,(u) (1 < / < d) are positive

constants with a＼(v) < ･ ･･ < ad{v). We regard r,-and a,-(1 < / < fif)as functions

on Fn 2rf.In [9], we proved the following lemma.

Lemma 2.2. The functions ai(1 <i< d) are analytic.

Also, we prepare the following lemma.

Lemma 2.3 On VP2d, the following relation holds:

1

FxCh
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Proof. Fix veVPt2d- Let (vo,v＼,...,v2d-i) be the Frenet frame field of

/ o av. Then we have

d
(2.1)

and hence

l>0

d

£

£ ri(v)ai(v)(-sm(ai(v)s)e2i-i(v) + cos(ai(v)s)e2i(v))

1=1

ri(v)2ai(v)2= 1. Thus, if d = 1, then the proof is completed. In the

sequel,assume d>2. By operating Vyo to (2.1),we have

d
(2.2)

and hence

X＼{v)v＼= -^2n(v)ai(v)2(cos(a;(v)s)e2i-i(v) + sin(aj(v)s)e2i(v))

d
y~]ri(v)2ai{v)4

= M{v)2. Thus, if d = 2, then the proof is completed.

(=1
In the sequel,assume d > 3. Furthermore, by operating V^ to (2.2),we have

M{v)(-Xi(v)vo + h(v)v2)

E

i=l

ri(v)ai(v)2(sm(ai(v)s)e2i-i(v) - cos(a;(v)s)e2i(v))

d

and hence Y^r,-(u)2a/(u)6= X＼{v)A+ ii(v)2A.2(v)2.Thus, if d = 3, then the proof

1=1
is completed. In case of d > 4, by repeating the same process, we can obtain

d
J2n(v)2<v)2j = Fj-itiM,...,Xj-M) (4<j<d),

where Fj-＼ is a polynomial of (j - 1)-variables (4 <j < d). This completes the

proof. □

3. Generalized helical Immersions into a Euclidean space

In this section, we shall investigate a generalized helical immersion / of an n-

dimensional compact Riemannian manifold M all of whose geodesies are closed

into an m-dimensional Euclidean space Rm. Since M is compact, / is of even

order. Let 2d be the order of / Take p e M with Vp^d ^ 0- Since all of

geodesies in M are closed, they admit a common period by Lemma 7.11 of [1,

PI82]. Let fi:= max l(av), where l{ov) is the length of av (i.e., the minimal

ve SPM

period of av). Let W :―{v e Vp^d I Kav) ― /･*}･Since l(av) (v e VP)2d) are divisors

of the common period, {l(av) ＼v e Vp^d} is a discrete set. The function <f>on VP}2d

defined by <j>{v)= l(av) is lower semi-continuous. These facts deduce that W =

<f>~l(ju)is an open set in Vp^d- Let at (1 < / < d) be functions on Vp^d stated in

Sect. 2. First we shall show the following lemma.
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Lemma 3.1. The set Vp^d coincides with SpM and a,-(1 < / < d) are constant

on SPM.

Proof. (Step I) First we shall show that the functions a, (1 < / < d) are

constant on each component of Vp>2d which intersects with W. Let Wo be a

component of W. For each v e Wo, set sv:=min{s＼aj(v)s e N (I < i < d)}.

Clearly /(/ o av) ― 2nsv holds. Also, we can show l{av)/l{f o av) eN. Hence

we have /x/2nsve N, which together with ai(v)sve N implies ai(v)ju/2ne TV.

Therefore, it follows from the continuity of a( that a, is constant on Wq. Thus a,

is constant on each component of W. This together with the analyticity of at (by

Lemma 2.2) implies that a, is constant on each component of Vp^d which

intersects with W.

(Step II) Next we shall show VP)2d = SPM. Let V$ be a component of VPt2d

which intersects with W. We showed that a, (1 < i < d) are constant on Vo.

Denote by Vq the closure of Vo in SpM. Take v e Vo and a sequence {wk}^=l in

Vo with lim w^ = v. The helix / o aWk is uniquely expressed as
k―>oo

(3.1)
d

(/ o oWk){s) = c(wk) + Y^ rl(wk){cos(ai{wk)s)e2i-i{wk)+ sin{ai{wk)s)eli{wk))

1=1

Since helices foaWk {k e N) are contained in a compact set f{M), we have

sup ||c(wfc)||< oo and supr^w/c) < oo (1 < / < d). Set C := sup ||c(w^)|| and Rt :―

k k k
supr/(wjfc)(l <i<d). Since {{e＼{wk),... ,e2d{wk),c(wk),ri(wk),... ,rd(wk))}k=l

k
is a sequence in a compact set Sm^d x Bm(C) x [0,i?i] x ･･･ x [0,Rj], its con-

vergent subsequence {(ei(wa(/t)),..., e2d{w0L{k)),c(w<k)),r＼ (w<k)),..., rrf(wa(fc)))}£,!

exists, where Sm2d is the Stiefel manifold of all orthonormal 2i/-frames in Rm,

Bm(C) is the m-dimensional ball of center O and radius C in Rm and [0,i?,]

(1 < / < d) are closed intervals. Let {e＼,...,e^c0,^,... ,r°):= lim(ei(wam),

on

e2d(wa{k)),c(wa{k)), ri(wtt{k)),...,rd{wa{k))). From (3.1) and the constancy of at

Vq, we have

lim(/o<7w )(j) = lim
A:-+co k―>oc

d

)) + ^2n{wa{k))(cos(a,{wol{k))s)e2i-i(wlx{k))

i=＼

+ sin(ai{wa{k))s)e2i(

d

= co + ^r,°(cos(a,-(H>i≫4-i + sin{ai{wi)s)e^)

i=＼
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On the other hand, we have

where exp^

jim (/ o aWm))(s) =
^lim

(/ o exp/()(jwaW) = (/ o exP/))(w)

= W°Ov)(s)

is the exponential map of M at p. Thus we can obtain

d

{f°<Jv){s) = CQ + Y^ ^(cos^wi).?)^-! + sin(a/(wi)^)4)

817

which implies that / o <jvis a helix of order 2d, that is, ve Vp^d- Clearly, this

implies v e Vq. Therefore, we have Vq = Vq, that is, Vq is closed in SpM. On the

other hand, since Vp,2dis open in SPM by Lemma 2.1, so is also Vq. Hence, it

follows from the connectedness of SpM that Vq = SPM, that is, Vp^d = SPM.

This completes the proof. □

From this lemma, we can prove the following result.

Theorem 3.2. Let f be a generalized helical immersion of an n-dimensional

compact Riemannian manifold M all of whose geodesies are closed into an m-

dimensional Euclidean space Rm. Then the following statements (i) and (ii)hold:

(i) all geodesies in M are viewed as closed helices of the same order with the

same length in Rm,

(ii)if f is an embedding, then M is a SC-manifold.

Proof. Let 2d be the order of/. Take p e M with VP)2d # 0- From Lemma

3.1, it follows that Vp^d ― SPM and that at (1 < i < d) are constant on SPM.

This implies that all geodesies in M through p are viewed as closed helices of

order Id with the same length in Rm. Take an arbitrary q e M. Since M is

compact and hence complete, there is a geodesic in M through p and q. This

implies Vq^d ＼=0- Hence, we see that all geodesies in M through p or q are

viewed as closed helices of order 2d with the same length in Rm. Thus the

statement (i) is deduced from the arbitrarity of q. Assume that / is an embedding.

Since a closed helix in Rm are simply closed, all geodesies in M are simply closed

geodesies. Also, I(a) = /(/ o a) holds for each geodesic a in M. From the

statement (i),l(f o a) is independent of the choice of a. Therefore, so is also I(a),

that is, all geodesies in M have the same length. Thus M is a SC-manifold.

□
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From the statement (ii) of this theorem, we can obtain the following

corollary.

Corollary 3.3. Let f : M <―>Rm be an immersion as in Theorem 3.2.Iffis

an embedding and M is a Riemannian homogeneous space,then M isisometricto a

compact symmetric space of rank one.

Proof. By the statement(ii)of Theorem 3.2,M is a SC-manifold. Hence,

since M is a Riemannian homogeneous space, M is isometric to a compact

symmetric space of rank one by Theorem 7.55 of [1, PI96]. □

Next we shallinvestigatein what case an immersion as in Theorem 3.2is

helical.Firstwe shallshow the followinglemma.

Lemma 3.4. Let f be an immersion as in Theorem 3.2 and Id the order off.

In case of d > 2, assume that X,■(＼< i < d ―1) are constant on SM, where Xt

(1 < / < d ―1) are functions defined in Sect. 2. Then f is helical.

Proof. Fix p e M. By Theorem 3.2,Vp^d = SPM holds.For each v e SPM

f o av is uniquely expressed as

A
(3.2) (f-O<Tv)(s)=c(v)+

1=1

ri(v)(cos{ai{v)s)e2i-＼{v) + sin{ai(v)s)e2i(v))

It follows from Lemma 3.1 that at (1 < i < d) are constant on SPM. Hence,

since A,:(1 <i<d― 1) are constant on SPM by the assumption, so are also

/-,-(1 < / < d) by Lemma 2.3. Therefore, by (3.2), f o <rv(v e 5PM) are mutually

congruent, that is, they have the same Frenet curvatures. This together with the

arbitrarity of p and the completeness of M implies that / is helical. □

Define functions Fy (i >0,j > 0) on SM by

Fy(v) := <(V70(y,..., i;),{Ph)(v,..., i>)> (v e SM)

and functions Gy on the Stiefelbundle Vi{M) of M of all orthonormal 2-frames

of M by

Gif{v,w) := <(V//J)(y,...,≪),(V^)(i;,...,≫,w)> ((i;,w) e F2(M)).

Now we shall prepare another lemma.
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Lemma 3.5. Let f be an immersion as in Theorem 3.2 and Id the orderof f.

Assume thatF^k is constanton SM and V'h (i > 2) are symmetric, where k is a

fixednon-neaativeinteaer.Then the followinarelationshold:

t(J)

Gkk = o,
^(7W-a+/+i=o

/=o ＼ /

Gk+i+l,k+j-i = 0
E(

/

W

'.*+;-/+i=O (7>0)

i=0 ＼' /

Proof. Take an arbitrary point p of M and furthermore, take an arbitrary

orthonormal 2-frame (v, w) of M at p. Let v be the velocity vector field of the

geodesic av. By operating d/ds to the constant function Fkk(v), we have

F/ck+i(v) ― 0, where s is the arclength of <jv.Furthermore, by operating (d/dsV

to Firk+＼(v)= 0 and substituting s = 0, we can obtain

J / j＼

0. Hence, by the arbitrarily of v and p, Y~ |̂ . j

£(0

(=0 ＼ ' /

Fk+j-i,k+i+l(v) =

Fk+J_^k+i+l = 0 holds on SM.

By differentiatingFkk ＼sm m tne direction w( e TV(SPM)), we have Gkk(v, w) = 0.

By the arbitrarityof (v, w) and p, Gkk = 0 holds on VjiM). Let w be the parallel

vector field along av with vt>(0)= w. By operating d/ds to Gkk(v, w) and sub-

stituting.9= 0, we have Gk+i,k(v,w) + Gk,k+i(v,w) =0. Also, by differentiating

Fk,k+i ＼spm= 0 in the direction w (e TV{SPM)), we have

(k + 2)Gk+hk(v, w) + (k + 3)Gkfk+l(v, w) = 0.

Therefore, we can obtain Gk+＼,k{v,w)= Gk,k+＼{v,w) =0 and hence, by the

arbitrarityof (v,w) and;?, Gk+＼,k= Gk^+i ― 0 holds on Vii^M). Furthermore, by

operating {d/ds)] to Gk+＼tk{v,w) = Gk,k+i(v,w) = 0 and substituting s = 0, we

J2＼

j)
Gk+i+i,k+j-i(v,w) = J2( J-) Gk+iMj-i+l(v, w)=0

Hence, by the arbitrarity of (v,w) and p

holds on V2{M).

i

i=0

0 G/c+i+l,k+j-i ―
]M jGk+i<k+j_i+i

= 0

(=0 ＼' /
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From these lemmas, we can show the following result.

Theorem 3.6. Let f be a generalized helical immersion of order 2d of an

n-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold M all of whose geodesies are closed

into an m-dimensional Euclidean space Rm. In case of d > 2, assume that, for each

p e M, ＼＼(V'h)(v,...,v)＼＼is independent of the choice of v e SPM (0 < / < d ― 2)

and furthermore, in case of d > 6, assume that V'h is symmetric (2 < i <

[d/2] ― 1), where [ ] is the Gauss's symbol. Then f is helical.

Proof. If d ― 1, then / is a planar geodesic immersion and hence a helical

immersion of order 2. In the sequel, assume that d > 2. Take an arbitrary point

p0 of M and furthermore take an arbitrary orthonormal 2-frame (v, w) of M at

po. Let (vo,... ,V2d~i) (resp. Xi (1 < i < 2d ― 1)) be the Frenet frame (resp. z-th

Frenet curvature) of / o av, where we note that / o av is of order 2d by Theorem

3.2. From the Gauss formula and the Frenet formula, we have

(3.3) /li^i = /2(>o,uo)

and hence X＼{v)2 = Foq(v). By the arbitrarity of v and p0, we see that
X＼ = Foo

holds on SM. By the assumption, X＼ is constant on SPM for each p e M.

Furthermore, since / is generalized helical and there exists a geodesic through

arbitrary two points of M by the compactness of M, X＼(= Fqq) is constant on

SM. Thus, if d = 2, then /is helical by Lemma 3.4. In the sequel, assume d > 3.

By operating VVo to (3.3), we have

-Xfv0 + XiX2v2 = -Ah{v^Vo)vo + (V/j)(u0, uo, v0).

Also, since Foo is constant on SM, it follows from Lemma 3.5 that Goo = 0 and

hence Ah(VoVo)VQ = Fqq(vo)vo, where we note that the symmetricness of h is used.

So we can obtain

(3.4)

and hence

-X＼vq + hhvi = -Fqq{vq)vq + (V/t)(t?0,vo,vo)

Mv)4 + Xi{v)2X2(v)2 = ^oo(^)2 + Fn(v)

By the arbitrarily of v and pQ, we see that

(3.5) ti + %%=F}0 + Fn
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holds on SM. Since X＼and Fqq are constant on SM and F＼＼is constant on SPM

for each p e M, it follows from (3.5) that A2 is constant on SPM for each p e M.

Furthermore, since / is a generalized helical and there exists a geodesic through

arbitrary two points of M, X2 is constant on SM. Thus, if d = 3, then/is helical

by Lemma 3.4. In the sequel, assume d > 4. By operating VVo to (3.4), we have

- h(tf + fyvi + hX2hv3

= -2Fio(i;o)uo+ FooOo^fo, yo)

- ^(VA)(00,lBo,oo)i;0+ (^2/l)(y0,･･･,Uo)-

Also, since F00 is constant on SM, we have Fio = 0 and G10 = 0 by Lemma 3.5,

where we note that the symmetricness of Wh is used. So we have

(3.6) -X＼{X] + Xj)v＼+ AiA2>^3 = ^00(^0)^(^0,^0) + (V2/?)(yo,---,uo)-

and hence

M(v)2(M(v)2 + A2(v)2)2 + M(v)2X2{v)2h(v)2

= iroo(^)3 + 2FOq(v)F2o{v) + F22{v).

By the arbitrarityof v and pQ, we see that

(3.7) kx (X{ + X2) + Xx X2^3 ― -^00 + 2FOoir2o + ^22

holds on SM. Since ij, A2 and Foo are constant on SM, so is also Fn by (3.5).

Furthermore, since Foo and Fu are constant on SM, so is also F20 by Lemma 3.5.

Therefore, since li, Xi, Foo and F20 are constant on SM and F22 is constant on

SPM for each p e M, it follows from (3.7) that A3 is constant on SPM for each

p e M. Moreover, since/ is generalized helical and there existsa geodesic through

arbitrary two points of M, A3 is constant on SM. Thus, if d = 4, then / is helical

by Lemma 3.4.In case of d > 5, by repeating the same process, we can show that

Xi(A <i < d ―I) are constant on SM. Hence / is helical by Lemma 3.4. □

Now we shall recall examples of a helical immersion into a sphere (or a

Euclidean space) given by K. Tsukada in [18]. Let M be an ^-dimensional

compact symmetric space of rank one. Let Vk be the eigenspace for A>th

eigenvalue Xk of the Laplace operator on M and let dim Vk = m{k) + 1. We

define an inner product <,> on Vk by (<f>,i//}:= jM</>ijjdV, where dV is the

volume element of M. We define a map % : M ―>･RmW+1 by 0>k(p) '■=

y/n/Ak(to(p)> ･■■■>4m(k)(p))> where {<t>Qi
■■■.

i(i)) is an orthonormal base of Vk.
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Then >^ becomes a helical immersion. Furthermore, it is shown that <&k(M) is

contained in a hypersphere Sm^ of RmW+l and that % : M ≪- Sm{k) is minimal

and helical. The isometric immersion O;t is called the £>th standard minimal

immersion into Sm(-k＼ K. Tsukada defined an isometric immersion ^>kv-kr of M

into jr^l)+-w(^)+r by

Okl...kr{p) := (ciOjfc,(/≫),...,crOkr(p)),

where A:i,...,kr are positive integers and c＼,...,cr are positive numbers with

c＼+ ■■■+ c2r= 1. He showed that it is a helical immersion into a hypersphere

Sm{ky)+-m{kr)+r-＼ Qf Rm(kx)+-m{kr)+r (cf_ ^g^ Nqw wg can obtain ^ foUowing

result in terms of Theorem 3.6 and Theorem 4.7 of [14].

Corollary 3.7. Under the hypothesis in Theorem 3.6, assume thatf is a full

embedding and dim M = 2 or odd integer. Then M is isometric to a sphere or a

real projective space and f is congruent to the above immersion >£,...&･

4. Generalized helicalimmersions into a sphere

In this section, we shall deduce some results for a generalized helical

immersion into a sphere in terms of resultsin the previous section. First we can

deduce the following result from Theorem 3.2.

Theorem 4.1. Let f be a generalized helical immersion of an n-dimensional

compact Riemannian manifold M all of whose geodesies are closed into an m-

dimensional sphere Sm. Then the following statements (i) and (ii)hold:

(i) /// is of odd (resp. even) order d, then all geodesies in M are viewed as

closed helices of order d (resp. d or d ―1) with the same length in Sm,

(ii)if f is an embedding, then M is a SC-manifold.

Proof. Let i be the totally umbilical embedding of Sm into Rm+X and set

/ := i of. It is clear that/ is generalized helical.Hence, it follows from Theorem

3.2 that all geodesies in M are viewed as closed helices of the same order with the

same length in Rm+l. This deduces the statement (i) because a helix of order d in

Sm is viewed as a helix of order 2[(d + l)/2] in Rm+l. If/is an embedding, then

so is also /. Hence, the statement (ii)is deduced from Theorem 3.2. □

From the statement (ii) of this theorem, we can obtain the following

corollary.
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Corollary 4.2. Let f : M <―>Sm be an immersion as in Theorem 4.1.If f is

an embedding and M is a Riemannian homogeneous space, then M is isometric to a

compact symmetric space of rank one.

Also, we can deduce the following result from Theorem 3.6.

Theorem 4.3. Let f be a generalized helicalimmersion of order Id ―1 or Id

of an n-dimensional compact Riemannian manifold M all of whose geodesies are

closed into an m-dimensional sphere Sm. In case of d > 2, assume that,for each

pe M, ＼＼(V'h)(v,...,v)＼＼is independent of v e SpM (0 < / < d - 2) and fur-

thermore, in case ofd>6, assume that V'h is symmetric (2 < i < [d/2] ― 1). Then

f iv htplirnl

Proof. Let i be the totallyumbilicalembedding of Sm into Rm+1 and set

f := 10 f. From the assumptions, we can show that/ satisfiesthe conditions

of Theorem 3.6. Hence / is helicalby Theorem 3.6. This implies that so is

also f. □

Also, we can obtain the following result from Corollary 3.7.

Corollary 4.4. Under the hypothesis in Theorem 4.3, assume thatf is a full

embedding and dim M = 2 or odd integer. Then M is isometric to a sphere or a

real projective space and f is congruent to the immersion <&k＼-krstated in Sect. 3.
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